Chronic sphenoid rhinosinusitis: management challenge
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Abstract: Chronic sphenoid rhinosinusitis is a spectrum of inflammatory diseases in isolated sphenoid sinus which may persist over a period of 12 weeks. It is a different entity from other types of rhinosinusitis because clinical presentations include headache, visual loss or diplopia, and patients may or may not have nasal obstruction or nasal discharge. Nasal endoscopic examination is useful, and computed tomography is mandatory. The disease requires comprehensive knowledge and appropriate imaging technique for diagnosis. To treat patients with chronic sphenoid rhinosinusitis, surgical treatment with endoscopic transnasal sphenoidotomy is often required. As there are no recent updated reviews of chronic sphenoid rhinosinusitis, in this article, we review the anatomy of the sphenoid sinus and its clinical relationship with the clinical signs and symptoms of the disease, the imaging findings of each diagnosis and the comprehensive surgical techniques.
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Introduction
Rhinosinusitis is defined as inflammation of the nose and the paranasal sinuses characterized by clinical symptoms of either nasal obstruction or nasal discharge at times accompanied by facial pain or loss of smell. Endoscopic findings may reveal nasal polyposis or mucopurulent discharge or mucosal obstruction of the meatus. Mucosal changes within sinuses may also be observed by computed tomography (CT) scan.1 Chronic rhinosinusitis is defined as clinical symptoms that last for at least 12 weeks without complete resolution.1 Because there is no clear definition for chronic sphenoid rhinosinusitis, in this article, we define chronic sphenoid rhinosinusitis as a spectrum of either infective or inflammatory diseases occurring exclusively in sphenoid sinus, either in one or both sides, persisting for more than 12 weeks. This may include bacterial rhinosinusitis, fungal rhinosinusitis and mucocele.

Isolated sphenoid lesion is an uncommon condition with an increasing incidence.2 Patients may present with nonspecific symptoms such as headache, facial pain and fullness. Nasal symptoms are frequently absent. Among the isolated sphenoid diseases, inflammatory lesions are the most common with an incidence of over 50%.3,4 They are now more frequently diagnosed due to better recognition of the disease by the primary clinician as well as improved availability of diagnostic tools such as endoscopy and imaging techniques including CT and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).

Early diagnosis with appropriate radiological evaluation and timely management are...
important factors to decrease the likelihood of permanent neuro-ophthalmological sequelae. As there are no recent updated reviews of chronic sphenoid rhinosinusitis, in this article, we review the anatomy of the sphenoid sinus and its clinical relationship with the clinical signs and symptoms of the disease, the imaging findings of each diagnosis and the comprehensive surgical techniques.

**Anatomy of sphenoid sinus**
The sphenoid sinus develops after birth. The pneumatization progresses at the age of 6 years and is completed by the ninth to 12th year. The youngest known patient who was diagnosed and reported as having sphenoiditis was 10 years old. The sphenoid sinus lies posteriorly in the apex of the nasal cavity. The walls of this sinus adhere to the optic canal, dura mater, pituitary gland and cavernous sinus, which contain the internal carotid arteries, and the third, fourth, fifth and sixth cranial nerves. Infection of the cavity may directly spread to these structures due to the close proximity to the sinus cavity itself, often resulting in serious consequences.

**Clinical manifestation**
Patients with isolated chronic sphenoid rhinosinusitis may present with nonspecific symptoms and signs. Headache is the most common presentation, presenting in over 80% of cases. Patients may have intermittent headaches for several years. The pain is described as either dull or sharp. It may commonly interfere with sleep and may not be relieved by analgesics. The typical location of headache is retro-orbital or vertex. Frontotemporal, fronto-orbital and hemicranial pain have been described as well. The mechanism of headache is believed to be the irritation of the first and second branches of the trigeminal nerve, via the nasociliary and sphenopalatine nerves, which innervate sphenoid sinus.

Although cranial nerve involvements can be more commonly observed in sphenoid neoplasm, these presentations are not uncommon in sphenoiditis. Visual loss and other cranial nerve involvements were reported at an incidence of 12% in sphenoid rhinosinusitis presenting symptoms. Visual deterioration may be caused by either inflammation involving the optic nerve in the case of bacterial rhinosinusitis or mass effect in the case of fungal ball or allergic fungal rhinosinusitis.

Diplopia is the result of palsy of the third, fourth or sixth nerves due to the nearby location of the sphenoid and cavernous sinuses. The abducens nerve is the most commonly affected cranial nerve in isolated sphenoid sinusitis, and this effect may occur in isolation or in combination with other cranial palsies.

**Physical examination**
A rigid nasal endoscopy should be performed in every patient suspected of chronic sphenoiditis (Figure 1). Although some patients may not report nasal symptoms, endoscopic examination may reveal various signs of inflammatory sphenoid disease such as mucopurulent discharge, edema or polyps in the sphenoid recess. However, nasal endoscopy does not replace the necessity for imaging. It is known that a normal-looking sphenoid recess on nasal endoscopy does not exclude sphenoid pathology. On the other hand, the presence of mucopurulent discharge draining from the sphenoid recess should not be considered solely as bacterial infection. Advanced imaging study is still required to identify potential surgical cases.

**Imaging studies**
CT scan of the paranasal sinus is mandatory. It should always be performed to diagnose and provide a roadmap for sinus surgery. A CT scan may differentiate inflammatory disease from neoplasm and bacterial from fungal infections with...
the different characteristics of mucosal and bone appearance of each disease. MRI is not always necessary; it is only required when intracranial or orbital extension is suspected to delineate the interface with neighboring structures and to rule out any associated intracranial pathology. It may be useful in differentiating among mucoceles, benign tumors, encephaloceles and internal carotid artery aneurysm.

### Surgical management

Only a few cases of chronic sphenoid rhinosinusitis were reported in the literature as medically responsive, and the remaining required surgical intervention. Sphenoid sinus surgery is indicated when the diagnosis of bacterial sinusitis has been made with no clinical response to appropriate medical treatment during a certain period of 6–8 weeks and when the diagnosis of either fungal rhinosinusitis or mucocele has been made. Cases with cranial nerve involvements may require more urgent surgical treatment in order to timely restore or optimize all neural functions.

Endoscopic transnasal sphenoidotomy is acknowledged as the gold standard for surgical treatment of chronic sphenoid rhinosinusitis. In comparison to external approaches, endoscopic surgery provides better visualization and thus allows for faster healing, better esthetic outcome, lower morbidity and higher success rate. Sphenoid sinus can be opened with several techniques. The ostia can be directly approached. The sphenoid rostrum is approached between the middle and superior turbinates laterally and the septum medially. Unlike tumor surgery, resecting the inferior portion of the middle turbinate is usually not necessary. The sphenoid ostium is then widely opened and enlarged so that the infective or inflammatory content inside the sphenoid sinus cavity can be completely removed. Full inspection of the sphenoid sinus cavity is then performed to assure complete removal.

Some surgeons may prefer to approach the sphenoid sinus from the posterior ethmoid sinus. Transethmoidal approach should be performed when patients have pathology in ethmoid sinus or extensive tumor. For cases in which the ostium cannot be identified, the use of a reliable landmark is essential. Orbital walls are fixed anatomical landmarks used when the sphenoid sinus ostium is not clearly seen. The level of orbital floor is always below the sphenoid roof, and this indicates the level of sphenoid ostium. The medial orbital wall indicates the lateral wall of the sphenoid sinus including the location of the optic nerve and the internal carotid artery. Traditionally, sphenoid sinus widening in an inferomedial fashion is widely suggested because it is safer when sphenoid face is resected away from vital structures. This may not be followed if the level of the sphenoid roof, optic nerve and internal carotid artery are clearly indicated by the inferior and medial orbital walls. Maximal opening of the sphenoid sinus can be achieved when it is widened superiorly and laterally.

### Diseases of chronic sphenoid rhinosinusitis

#### Bacterial rhinosinusitis

Bacterial rhinosinusitis is the most common pathology in isolated inflammatory sphenoid lesion. Most studies reported in the literature do not clearly define their patient as having acute or chronic infection. It may be difficult to delineate the exact duration of the presenting symptom because the most common sphenoiditis presenting symptom of headache is nonspecific and may not be exactly recognizable. However, patients with chronic bacterial rhinosinusitis may look less severely ill than those with acute infection. The presenting symptoms, as well as physical and endoscopic findings, may be indistinguishable from fungal rhinosinusitis or mucocele (Figure 2). CT imaging may be the key to proper diagnosis. CT scan in chronic bacterial sphenoiditis may demonstrate abnormal findings of mucosal thickening, changes in air–fluid level and partial or complete opacification (Figure 3).

Once diagnosed, treatment with antibiotics for culture-based organisms is recommended. Staphylococci have been reported as the most common cultured pathogens. Other pathogens that have been reported include *Streptococcus pneumoniae*, aerobic Gram-negative bacilli (*Pseudomonas aeruginosa*, *Klebsiella pneumoniae*, *Haemophilus influenzae*, *Escherichia coli*) and anaerobes (*Peptostreptococcus*, *Fusobacterium*, *Prevotella* and *Porphyromonas*).

Medical failure after comprehensive pharmacologic treatment with culture-based antibiotics, intranasal corticosteroids...
and topical decongestants within 6–8 weeks mandates surgery. However, surgical intervention may be required earlier in cases presenting with complications of cranial nerve involvements because early drainage of the sphenoid sinus may prevent persistent sequelae. Intraoperative findings of chronic bacterial sphenoiditis may include purulent discharge filled in the sinus cavity or mucosal thickening or polyps.

Fungal rhinosinusitis

Fungal rhinosinusitis can be broadly classified as invasive and noninvasive fungal rhinosinusitis. The invasive fungal rhinosinusitis can be distinguished from noninvasive disease by the presence of fungal invasion in sinus tissue from the histopathological study. Fungal rhinosinusitis is thought to comprise at least five subtypes; however, only three subtypes might be diagnosed as chronic sphenoiditis which include chronic invasive fungal rhinosinusitis, allergic fungal rhinosinusitis and aspergilloma. The management of each subtype, as well as its prognosis, is different.

Aspergilloma

Aspergilloma or fungal ball is a noninvasive type of fungal rhinosinusitis. It is diagnosed when there is a dense conglomeration of hyphae and cheesy or clay-like material within the sinus cavity and when histopathology reveals chronic inflammatory mucosal response without eosinophil predominance, granulomatous response and evidence of tissue or vascular invasion. Although literature has previously reported fungal ball of sphenoid sinus as a rare entity, it is now more commonly diagnosed with an incidence of 10–20% in more recent case series. The sphenoid sinus is acknowledged as the second most commonly involved sinus by fungal ball. Patients usually have normal immunologic status. In published reports, it was more commonly diagnosed in elderly patients (over 50 years old), and female preponderance was observed. Nasal endoscopic examinations should be performed; however, the examinations may not give any clue to the diagnosis as negative findings were reported for all 12 patients in the series by Lee et al.

CT scan is an excellent tool for diagnosing sphenoid fungus ball. Typically, fungal ball appears as hyperattenuating in noncontrast CT due to dense-matted hyphae. The inflamed mucosal lining of the sinus is, however, hypoattenuating. Intrasinus metallic calcifications have been reported in 50% of cases. The bone wall of the sinus may be sclerotic and thickened or expanded and thinned with focal areas of erosion from pressure necrosis (Figure 4). Bone erosion has been reported in 63% of fungal ball cases and is not a sign of invasive fungal rhinosinusitis. MRI findings show the fungal ball as hypointense on T1-weighted and T2-weighted images. Calcifications also generate areas of signal void on T2-weighted images.

Medical treatment is not successful for aspergilloma. Surgical intervention is always indicated. Intraoperative findings may reveal fungal concrement with or without mucopurulent discharge (Figure 5). The mucosa of the sphenoid sinus should have normal color. Sinus mucosa should be sent for histopathology. Tissue or vascular invasion indicates invasive fungal rhinosinusitis.

Allergic fungal sinusitis

Allergic fungal sinusitis (AFS) is another form of noninvasive fungal rhinosinusitis. Major criteria for diagnosis as
proposed by Bent and Kuhn include the presence of nasal polyposis, characteristic sinus CT findings of heterogeneous hyperdensities that are often unilateral and asymmetric, type 1 hypersensitivity, eosinophilic mucin and positive fungal stain or culture. Patients are immunocompetent. AFS typically demonstrates low signal intensity of the sinus contents on T1-weighted images on MRI. The T2 signal void is also observed, due to a high concentration of various metals concentrated by the fungal organism, as well as a high protein and dry content of the allergic mucin. Bone erosion with bone remodeling is one of the most common clinical features of AFS which was reported in up to 50% of patients. Thus, AFS in sphenoid sinus can easily cause compressive symptoms of cranial neuropathies which surround the sphenoid sinus. It was reported that cranial neuropathies develop at 10% of the sphenoid AFS with bone erosion. Hyperprolactinemia and gynecomastia secondary to AFS compression of the pituitary gland were also reported as presenting symptoms of sphenoid AFS. To meet the criteria of diagnosis, nasal polyposis should be visible either when performing nasal endoscopic examination or during surgical treatment.

Treatment of AFS is surgery. Endoscopic sphenoidotomy with total removal of the thick mucin and fungal debris is the treatment of choice. It is essential that all sinuses involved be widely opened. In case of isolated sphenoid AFS, the sphenoid sinus should be maximally widened to optimize postoperative care and topical steroid therapy. Traditional endoscopic transnasal sphenoidotomy and traditional endoscopic sinus surgery with small-hole concept may not achieve this aim. Postoperative systemic steroids can be tapered off early if aggressive topical steroid therapy is effectively given. Histopathology should be performed with both specimens of sinus mucosa and mucin to confirm diagnosis of AFS. Immunotherapy is recommended postoperatively.

Chronic invasive fungal rhinosinusitis
Invasive fungal sinusitis is defined as fungal sinusitis in which mycotic organisms infiltrate sinus mucosa. Chronic invasive fungal sinusitis of isolated sphenoid sinus is rare. In most cases, the immunological status of patients is normal or only mildly abnormal. Presenting symptoms are often unspecific. Diagnosis should be suspected when patients have disease invasion to adjacent structures such as cranial nerve palsies or pituitary involvement. The disease can be difficult to differentiate from fungal ball by CT or MRI if there is no bone involvement. Focal or diffuse bone destruction is commonly observed. On the other hand, sclerotic bone changes are commonly noted as well. Diagnosis can be made from material obtained intraoperatively from the sphenoid sinus and histopathological confirmation of fungal invasion within sinus mucosa. Aspergillus sp. is reported as the most common causative agent. The gold standard for treatment is radical surgical debridement with long-term use of systemic antifungal agents. As the sphenoid sinus is adjacent to several vital structures, extensive sphenoidectomy with aggressive mucosa removal may not be easily performed. Wide sphenoidotomy with long-term use of antifungal agents is an acceptable surgical management with a satisfying result. Amphotericin B and voriconazole are both commonly prescribed for the treatment of invasive fungal disease. Intraoperative findings may not be distinguished from fungal ball; however, intraoperative mucosal necrosis may be observed as a clue for invasive nature. The presence of fungus ball suggests the potential of a previous fungal ball transformation into invasive fungal sphenoiditis. The prognosis of chronic invasive fungal rhinosinusitis is rather poor with a report of 25% mortality rate.

Mucocele
Mucoceles are benign, encapsulated lesions filled with mucus and lined by epithelium. They are expansile and locally destructive with the ability to resorb bone, causing erosions of the bony walls of the sinus. Sphenoid sinus mucocele is quite common. It represents up to 20% of all paranasal sinus mucoceles. The pathophysiology of this lesion is still unknown but is believed to be caused by obstruction of the sinus ostium, cystic dilatation of glandular structures or cystic development from embryonic epithelial residues. Radiation exposure at head and neck area has also been postulated.
Sphenoid sinus mucocele may be asymptomatic. It is commonly discovered accidentally after CT or MRI of the head and neck region. Patients with sphenoid sinus mucocele may become symptomatic when the mucocele compresses or displaces structures around sphenoid sinus. Clinical symptoms may mimic neoplasm. Thus, visual loss is more common in sphenoid sinus mucocele than in other inflammatory sphenoid diseases.

CT imaging is required to diagnose and to define the exact boundaries of the mucocele. Mucoceles may show various imaging features, depending on their contents. They often have low attenuation on CT, a low signal on T1-weighted MRI and a high signal on T2-weighted MRI, due to their watery content. There is usually no enhancement, or at most marginal enhancement, on CT and T1-weighted MRI, whereas many of the lesions in the differential diagnosis show contrast enhancement. In mucoceles with high protein content, T1-weighted MRI shows a lesion which is homogeneously hyperintense centrally with a surrounding rim of hypointense mucosa.

Medical treatment is not a successful option for mucocele. Asymptomatic mucocele does not mandate surgical treatment and can be followed up. Mucocele requires surgical intervention when it is symptomatic, shows rapid growth or has extensive involvement of the orbit and brain.

### Table 1 Summary of chronic sphenoid rhinosinusitis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nasal endoscopic findings</th>
<th>Recommended imaging</th>
<th>CT findings</th>
<th>Medical treatment</th>
<th>Surgical treatment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bacterial sphenoid rhinosinusitis</td>
<td></td>
<td>CT</td>
<td>Mucosal thickening or air-fluid level</td>
<td>Oral antibiotics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fungal ball</td>
<td></td>
<td>CT</td>
<td>Complete or partial opacification and metallic calcification</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allergic fungal sinusitis</td>
<td></td>
<td>CT</td>
<td>Complete opacification, metallic calcification, bone erosion or expansion</td>
<td>Corticosteroids</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic invasive fungal sinusitis</td>
<td></td>
<td>MRI when orbital and intracranial involvement is suspected</td>
<td>Complete or partial opacification and metallic calcification</td>
<td>Antifungus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mucocele</td>
<td></td>
<td>CT</td>
<td>Complete opacification Bone erosion or expansion without metallic calcification</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviations:** CT, computed tomography; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging.

### Conclusion

The condition discussed, key diagnostic findings, recommended imaging and treatment are summarized in Table 1. Comprehensive history taking, physical examination, endoscopic examination and advanced imaging studies provide appropriate clinical diagnosis. Histopathology and microbiology are important for definite diagnosis. Endoscopic sphenoidotomy is the treatment of choice and should be performed in a timely manner to prevent permanent sequelae.
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